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CONTRACT

Fernandes Supermarkets, Inc. and
Southeast Food Handlers, Local #4
Amalgamated Meat Cutters, Butcher Workmen of
North America, AFL-CIO

Side Letter Dated November , 1978

I. The positions of part time Grocery Clerk, Produce Clerk and Dairy Clerk are to be deemed consolidated under a new common classification entitled "Dairy-Grocery-Produce Clerk".

II. It is understood that in the operation of paragraph 89A, overtime will be distributed by seniority but first within the store where the hours are needed, then company wide.

III. In paragraph 135(A), it is understood that "additional" means "first".

IV. In the operation of paragraph 231, any employee required or requested to attend meetings or otherwise travel on company business shall be paid a travel allowance for all miles travelled in excess of an aggregate of forty (40) miles in a day.

Fernandes Supermarkets, Inc.

By: Joseph T. Fernandes
Chairman of the Board

By: [Signature]
Local #4

By: [Signature]

Signed March 6, 1979